Abstract: This paper describes a machine translation system, J aw I Sinhalese, that translates Japanese into Sinhalese (Sinhala). This is the first Japanese-Sinhalese machine translation system. Both Japanese and Sinhalese are agglutinative languages. The Japanese language contains bunsetsu (Japanese basic linguistic units), which consist of a content word (a lexical root) with one or more function words. Sinhalese also has bunsetsu-Mks units, but the grammatical structure is not necessarily fully revealed. The paper proposes a method of analysis for the bunsetsustructure of Sinhalese which shares features with Japanese, and translation solutions for Japanese function words after predicates and nouns. Function words after predicates express tense, modality, conjunctions, etc., while function words after nouns express the case, topic, thematic roles, etc. This paper clarifies,the bunsetsu-stmctme of Sinhalese. It also distinguishes case marker (a leading group of function words after nouns) correspondences using three types of pattern-based translation rules and solves the multi-layered problem of the translation of function words after a predicate by means of translation rules in a table format. Translations were implemented on the pilot machine translation system, J aw I Sinhalese. As an experiment, 200 sample sentences were evaluated. The results (72% rate of success) indicated that this approach is within an acceptable accuracy range.
INTRODUCTION
Machine translation (MT) developments in Japan over the past decade have increased extensively. Most projects consider translations between Japanese and English. Other Asian languages such as Chinese and Korean have also been considered, but languages like Sinhalese (Sinhala) have received less attention. Jaw/Sinhalese has been developed as a pilot machine translation system to translate Japanese into Sinhalese. This is the first attempt at a MT system for this language pair.
Japanese and Sinhalese are typologically classified as Subject Object Verb (SOV) languages and both are agglutinative languages. (In agglutinative languages some function words agglutinate to a content word. Function words after the noun, work as case markers, topic markers, etc, and function words after the verb, express tense, modality, etc.) Japanese has bunsetsu (Japanese basic linguistic units) that consists of a content word with one or more function words. The function words of bunsetsu may be divided into two types. The first type includes the function words that come after a predicate, which express grammatical categories like tense-aspect, modality, conjunctions, etc. The second type includes the function words that come after nouns, which express grammatical categories such as case, topic, focus, etc. Sinhalese also has bunsetsu-like units, and for the ease of comparison, they will be referred to as Sinhalese bunsetsu.
In this paper, a method is proposed to analyze the Sinhalese bunsetsu structure for machine translations. More than 20 kinds of verb inflection words (base parts of the verb bunsetsu) are defined and a set of function words that follows them is reorganized. Likewise, for the case inflection word of a noun, a new organization of function words is proposed. The case inflection is formed by a combination of a noun stem and a function word for case marking. 27 function words are isolated for case marking.
Since Sinhalese and Japanese are very similar in this respect, in many cases there are one-to-one correspondences between Japanese bunsetsu and Sinhalese bunsetsu. But at the same time, these correspondences are not perfect. The translation of Japanese case markers (a leading group of function words after a noun) into Sinhalese is ambiguous; that is, one Japanese case marker often corresponds to several Sinhalese case markers. For example, the Japanese case marker " ^ " "wo y \ which is usually used to indicate the object case, corresponds to 16 case markers in Sinhalese {O (to), 2SDO (kata), &QP (valuta) , £) (ya), zsSE) (kva), zsSe) (nwa), €>i£ (en), 2825$ (kin), Q@>z£(valin) , $z$ (ak\ &zsS (ek), <D (o), &8> (ehi), 2© (ka), 0@ (wala\ 0}. These are distinguished by using base-type rules of the system, which are dependent on the fact that the case frame pattern of a verb basically determines case markers.
One Japanese function word after a predicate often affects more than one expression element in a Sinhalese sentence. For example, the Japanese function word " [t^] tl^" "\tabe\tai", which expresses "hope/eagerness" on the part of the subject, is translated into "O(ta)", "32s? (aky\ "z5>25te) (kannay\ and "3E)oQ)SG3<3(awashyayai)" (after a subject, after an object, after an inflected verb, and after a verb) in a Sinhalese sentence. This problem is called a multi-layered problem of translation and is solved by describing the translation rules in a table format.
The first stage of the Jaw/Sinhalese system processes the translations of propositional content. The clarification of case marker correspondence is handled in this stage. The second stage covers the translation of tense and modality, which are expressed by function words after the predicate in Japanese. The multi-layered problem of the translation of Japanese function words after a predicate is resolved at this stage. To estimate the accuracy of these rules, 200 Japanese sentences were evaluated. The results (72% rate of success) show this approach is effective and acceptable within machine translations.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

The translation system Jaw/Sinhalese
The outline of Jaw/Sinhalese: The Jaw/Sinhalese system has been developed as a pilot model for Japanese-to-Sinhalese machine translations. Jaw is the translation engine from Japanese to other languages 1 (Japanese to Asian and World languages). The other translation systems that adopt Jaw at present are Jaw/Chinese, Jaw/Vietnamese, Jaw/Myanmarese, and Jaw/SL (sign language). The method of generating the target language in each system is different. The Jaw/Sinhalese system is currently in its basic developmental stage. Figure 1 illustrates the flow of J aw I Sinhalese. After analyzing a Japanese sentence by means of IBUKI (a system developed in the Ikeda laboratory at Gifu University, Japan for segmentation of Japanese sentence into bunsetsu), the translation engine Jaw puts them into a tree (input tree: IT) (Figure 2 .) The IT will be explained with the help of the Japanese sentence Jl given below. Then Jaw searches Japanese patterns in the transfer dictionary for the IT and makes a tree of transfer rules (transfer tree: TT) ( Figure 3 ).
Execution of Linearization Function
Information of Function wnrrls Jl \kare to tsukiatte miruto (kare wa) omoshiroi otoko datta.
El: After (I) associated with him, ( [I found that] he) was an interesting man.
Sc3.
The expression tree and generation of Sinhalese:
The system is implemented in C++ and the transfer rule is, in fact, a program stored as a dynamic link library (DLL). The execution of the transfer rules in the transfer tree (TT) produces a network for Sinhalese expressions (expression tree: ET) (Figure 4 .). A linearizing function is defined for each object as a class method of C++. The execution of the linearizing function on the ET orders the members of the ET to make a Sinhalese output sentence.
In the case of translating Japanese function words after predicates, the information of the function word is directly provided to the ET from the IT, and this activates the transfer rules for function word translations while executing the linearizing function Every object of the ET has its own generation procedure The linearizing function of each object linearizes the components, which are represented as members of the C++ objects such as subject, object 1, object 2, adverb and verb Besides them, noun modifiers such as time, numerical, time-era, time-begin, time-end, and the expression components for function words after predicates such as After-Subj, After-Obj, Before-Vb, and After-Vb perform a major role in the linearizing function The order of the linearization is programmed according to Sinhalese word order The arrangement of all components for the generation of Sinhalese is shown in Figure 5 Jaw/Sinhalese is a pattern-based machine translation system It performs the translations of propositional contents and Japanese tense-aspect and modality (Japanese function words that come after a predicate) The propositional contents are translated through the IT, TT, and ET The ET holds the propositional contents in Sinhalese The translations of Japanese tense-aspect and modality were introduced to the ET through an appropriate method, which will be described later Three types of rules are employed for Japanese expression patterns and transfer, a base-type rule (brule) and two addition-type rules (a-ruleFW, a-ruleCW) 2 A base-type rule is a case-frame-like rule and deals with the translation of basic propositional contents Addition types deal with adverbial expressions and conjunctional expressions, which are optionally added to the base-type expressions Some examples of these three types are shown below ( The Jaw-editor has been developed to write the patterns and transfer rules
Sinhalese and Japanese grammatical structures
The outlines of Sinhalese and Japanese Sinhalese is a member of the Indo-Aryan family of languages and its script bears a close structural resemblance to Thai and Malayalam scripts The Sinhalese writing system is a syllabary system (a set of written symbols that represent syllables, which make up words) derived from ancient North and South Indian scripts The traditional literary Sinhalese alphabet consists of 58 symbols Of these, only 42 symbols (12 vowels and 30 consonants) are necessary to represent the writing system 3 Japanese belongs to the Altaic language family and employs a combination of three different types of writing systems hiragana, katakana, and kanji Hiragana is a system of Japanese words for which kanji cannot be easily provided Katakana is used similarly for transcribing foreign loan words (other than Chinese) and some onomatopoeic words 4 In the agglutinative language structures, Tapanese and Sinhalese words are formed by joining meaningful units The words should be separated by spaces in Table 1 : Japanese expression pattern and translation rules for Sinhalese Sinhalese. If the space is not placed correctly, the sentence becomes meaningless or assumes a different meaning. But the Japanese writing system does not separate each word. The Japanese sentence, as described earlier, can be partitioned into several meaningful linguistic units called "bunsetsu".
A bunsetsu is a chunk of words consisting of a content word [noun, verb, etc.] accompanied by some function words [particle, auxiliary, etc.]. Afunction word is based on a prime root that has a lexical meaning. This root word, which is a lexical item defined in the dictionary, includes a verb, a noun, an adjective, and an adverb. A function word consists of post-positional particles and auxiliary verbs. The concept of bunsetsu is common for Sinhalese, too 5 .
In literary Sinhalese, the subject agrees with the verb in number and person, whereas in spoken Sinhalese, there is no agreement between the subject and the verb. Japanese uses neither number nor person agreement. Japanese is a topic-comment prominent language with a basic word order of SOV. Beyond being verb-final, Japanese word order places a modifier (such as adjectives and clausal modifiers) before the noun being modified. The notation of the topic plays a vital part in organizing information to form an utterance or a sentence. The topic is marked by the topic-marking particles "wa" and "mo". The Japanese language has particles or post-positions that express not only a grammatical relationship, but also interpersonal feelings. Non-specification of the topic, the subject, the object, and the particles is common. Unlike Sinhalese, Japanese has a rich system of respectful and humble forms, as well as a variety of polite expressions.
The main parts of speech of Sinhalese are the noun, the verb, and the particle. Adjectives and adverbs are not considered parts of speech in Sinhalese, as they are derived from nouns and verbs. But in Japanese, all these components are regarded as parts of speech.
The prefix "no" is added to a verb base to yield the corresponding negative meaning in Sinhalese. In the case of compound verbs, "no" is added to the last element, which is a simple verb. In Japanese, adding the suffix "-nai" to the stem of a verb creates its negative form. The negative forms of Japanese verbs become adjectives, which are used to express a condition. Irregular Japanese verbs require different padding vowels.
The Sinhalese bunsetsu structure: The Sinhalese bunsetsu structure depends on a basic Sinhalese grammatical unit.
More research is needed to analyze its internal structure. In this paper, the linguistic structure of Sinhalese bunsetsu was observed and a sound description is proposed.
In Sinhalese, a bunsetsu consists of one content word and some function words. Content words are nouns, verbs, adverbs, etc. Function words are added to the content word in noun bunsetsu and verb bunsetsu. Other bunsetsu consist of a content word only. The structure of the noun and verb bunsetsu will be discussed here.
The Sinhalese noun makes a distinction between definite/indefinite, singular/plural, and animate/inanimate. An animate noun has six cases (direct, accusative, dative, genitive, instrumental, and vocative), and an inanimate noun has four cases (direct, dative, genitive, and instrumental). These case forms are distinct for singulardefinite nouns, singular-indefinite nouns, and plural nouns. Sinhalese function words such as es®© (samaga),
, and £3CM (nisa) are agglutinated after these case forms.
A noun inflects its ending part according to case. Instead of the idea of case inflections in nouns, a set of function words for case marking is proposed. The proposal contains a method of constructing a case inflection word by linking a noun stem and the function word for case marking. For this purpose, a linking system has been devised. The linking system handles the changes of the ending letter of the noun and the beginning letter of the function word for case marking. Other function words precede this case inflection ( Figure 6 ). Vowel (short) Twenty seven linking methods are introduced and some of them are listed (Table 3) . To explain the linking method simply, the function words for case marking are denoted in Roman letters instead of Sinhalese script. These linking methods are implemented with the help of the linking rules that are employed for Sinhalese consonantvowel combinations.
Sinhalese characters are generally composed of consonants and vowels. When a Sinhalese consonant is joined to a vowel, a diacritic (a small mark that added to a letter to alter its pronunciation) is added to the consonants instead of the vowel. This is known as the linking rule of a consonant and a vowel. These vowel diacritics will be called "Sinhalese additions" hereafter. They are placed to the top, bottom, left, and right of the consonants. Sinhalese has 12 vowels and each of them has a diacritic or diacritics (Table 2 ). In total, 16 linking rules were developed for constant-vowel combinations {each vowel u (Q), u: (QO)) and e: (d) consists of more than one symbol, depending on the consonant, and only the vowel "a ($)" has no diacritic (0)}. Figure 7 shows the example of a linking method according to the 7 th method "(NZ=pasela) + en", as illustrated (Table 2 ). When the function word for case marking is &T£ (en), the final letter of the noun © (la), changes to @@ (le), and the €> (e) of £>2s!> (en) is dropped. Th last letter 25$ (n) of &&$ (en) is joined to the changed noun stem &ots>i@Q (pasele) and the inflected noun oo&z@®&$ (paselen) emerges.
Sixteen (16) function words for case marking were defined for animate nouns and eleven (11) were defined for inanimate nouns. These are shown in Tables 4 and 5 respectively with the sample nouns "friend" and "school". In this method, the noun stem is always in the singulardefinite-direct case. This noun form will be called "the noun" hereafter. In this way, all inflected forms can be formed for each noun from 27 function words and 16 linking rules.
In Sinhalese, these combinations are formed individually and necessarily listed in a dictionary (1). But with this method, the number of combinations is reduced considerably (2). where n -number of nouns in dictionary
In the case of a Sinhalese verb, they are generally conjugated according to person, number, and tense. Sinhalese has conjugated single verbs (Table 6 ) and conjugated inflected verbs. The inflected verbs are preceded by some function words. If there is a function word after the inflected verb, the function word at the end is conjugated for inflected verb. The most general way to form an inflected verb form is by the addition of suffixes to the verb-base. 6 The function words are optional after them. The verb-base is derived by dropping "nawa" from the general verb form (Table 7 ).
In the Sinhalese verb bunsetsu, the inflected verb and function words have no clear definition as of yet. The inflected verb and function words are represented as a single verb block. But this has some subdivisions, which must be separated. Here, a solid separation is defined between the inflected verb and the function words after the verb as Sinhalese verb bunsetsu (Figure 8 ). More than 20 kinds of inflected verb forms emerge initially. The Sinhalese function words can be easily placed after the inflected verb with the help of these separations in machine translations.
All inflected verb forms are listed in a dictionary because of their irregular formations. Table 8 shows only a part of the dictionary. All inflected verbs are derived from either the present form or past form of Sinhalese verbs. Adnopresent, Adno-past, Formal-rqst, etc. are the abbreviations for the inflected verb forms adnominal present, adnominal past, and formal request, etc. respectively.
The verb bases of Sinhalese causative verbs are different from general verb bases. It is impossible for the machine to distinguish between causative verbs and the general verb. Another parallel dictionary was developed and used for Sinhalese causative verbs.
Translation methods for Japanese function words
One characteristic of the Japanese language that is shared with Sinhalese is that the meaning of a sentence cannot be understood entirely until one reaches the very end. In an extreme case, it is possible to alter the meaning of a sentence by changing the last word. This is a characteristic of an agglutinative language, which does not possess the prefixes and suffixes of an inflectional language* or the strict word order of an isolated language**. In Japanese, grammatical functions are performed by function words 7 .
A function word is an inflecting agent that agglutinates to indeclinable words (nouns) and to declinable words (verbs). Here, a solid trial of translations has been made for Japanese function words after the noun and Japanese function words after the predicate while minimizing the ambiguity problems and multi-layered translation problems.
The translation of Japanese function words after a noun:
Japanese function words for case marking are considered the leading group of Japanese function words after the noun. This section discusses the translation methods of Japanese function words for case marking into Sinhalese. Japanese function words for case marking such as ?(wo), B(wa), ff(ga), C(w), and <D(no) often yield several function words for case marking in Sinhalese^ For example, the Japanese function word for case marking "S(wo)" 5 Tables 9 and 10 respectively. Basically, the function words for case marking are determined by verbs. Therefore, they can be distinguished by using the base-type rule (the b-rule).
which usually indicates an object, corresponds to no fewer than 16 function words for case marking in Sinhalese: {<D(ta), zs£)(kata) f z)Qd(valata), Q(va), ^^(kva), z$Q(nwa), &s$(en), ?&25$(kiri), 0@s$(va/w), qz$(ak), 62^(ek), «J(o), &8>(ehi), 2s>(ka\
Examples:
watashi wa kare n± tegami woyiibin de okuru.
I send a letter to him by post.
kare wa komugiko wa mizu de mazeru.
®g0 S&jBSg £>^c5 QM. 325>2»E)D. He mixes corn flour using water.
watashi wa Tokyo shiten ML Sakai-san woyoku shitteimasu,
@®0 ©O&SSGSS CODO)3@Q£ 6325)8 ®£Q25)D£) SOK^rf q2&»80.
I know Mr. Sakai at the Tokyo Office well.
In inflectional languages inflectional morphemes are added to a word, which may indicate grammatical information (case, number, tense, person, etc.) as in the case of English.
In isolated languages like Chinese, the word expresses just substantial meaning and there is no inflection of word forms. The grammatical relations are mainly expressed by the word order.
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In these Japanese sentences, the function words for case marking wa, wo, ni, and de are used with different verbs. Corresponding Sinhalese function words for case marking are different in each sentence and can be successfully translated using the above-mentioned base-type rule through the benefits of pattern-based translations.
The translation of Japanese function words that follow a predicate: Japanese has several function words used to append special meanings to ordinary verbs. They are restricted to dependent usage and always follow independent words or independent phrases. In other words, Japanese function words are postpositional. At the second stage of JapaneseSinhalese translations, the translations of Japanese function words after a predicate are carried out covering tense-aspect and modality. The multi-layered problem of the translation of a Japanese function word after a predicate into Sinhalese is solved by translation rules presented here in a table format. As an introduction, Table 11 illustrates some examples of various Japanese function words in various environments.
For ease of translation, Japanese function words after a predicate are divided into four groups by IBUKI system: (1) voice, etc., (2) tense-aspect, etc., (3) judgments, and (4) conjunctions (Table 12) . For example, the formation of the above groups of function words can be described as follows.
Sample sentence: ^ttii&& *£•$"# ^tT"L<fcd
^-r#o «: T-U*5
Ao/2 wa yam/ yasukat ta desho.
The book was easy to read. Wasn't it? According to the above sentence, "Hon wa" is the object with a case marker and "yomz" is an inflection of the verb "yomu". The other parts are function words which are picked up from each column of Table 12 (the relevant parts are underlined). The word "yasukatta (was easy)" is a Japanese expression for the past of "yasui (easy)". This information is collected from columnfl] and "to" in column [2] . And the ending word "desho" comes from column [3] .
A Japanese function word is translated into several expression elements at different places in a Sinhalese sentence. They cannot be translated through a simple one-to-one correspondence. This is identified as the multilayered problem in Japanese-Sinhalese translations. The translation rules for these function words are described in a table format (Tables 13-16 ) with expression elements in its each column (Japanese function words were taken from Japanese newspaper articles that were published in the past ten years and listed in a descending sequence. Only the top rows of each table, with rules, are presented here). The expression elements are Vb-Inflection, CVb-Inflection, After-Verb, After-Sub, After-Obj, and Judge-Verb.
"Vb-Inflection" indicates the inflected form of the verb for Sinhalese. A Sinhalese verb has more than 20 inflected forms (Table 8) . The "After-Verb" and "Before-Verb" indicate the elements to be put in just after the verb and before the verb respectively.
The "After-Sub" indicates the elements that always follow the subject, while the "After-Obj" indicates the elements that follow the object in the output sentences. The "Judge-Verb" indicates the elements at the very end of the translated sentences.
A simple example for the translation of function words:
kare wa wain wo nomitakatta yoda. §>K}t) OSZSJ ©5)025^25) gpQpQJSgZSD £)®CP& He probably wanted to drink wine.
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June 2007 The Japanese phrase "-takatta yoda' 7 is divided into tai/ta/yoda (want/ed/probably). The Sinhalese translations are generated from the translation rules for "-tai" (Table 13) , "-to" (Table 14) and "yoda" (Table 15) , applying the linearizing function for Sinhalese.
The rules for the fourth group, "conjunctions", are different from the rules of the other groups. Table 16 shows the rules for conjunctions. There are four types for building Sinhalese sentences with conjunctions.
Subordinate Sentence [with inflected verb] + Main Sentence
The inflected verb form of the subordinate sentence is indicated in column "V-change (Present)" for type 1 in Table 16 .
Example:
taiyou wa higashi kara dete nishi ni shizumu (The sun rises in the east and sets in the west).
<g>d 2S)f@a)25)S8255 eocsre) 5)08825$ Q)©2S)0D Ira negenahirin payala batahirin bahinawa. (When the conjunction is "-te", the Sinhalese verb "payanawa" is changed to "payala" according to the inflected verb form "Conj".)
Subordinate Sentence [with tail-changed verb] + conjunction + Main Sentence
This type is prepared for cause-effect and temporal conjunctions like node (since), youni (as if), demo (although), nagara (while), etc. The special effect is that the tail of the verb in a subordinate sentence is changed according to the tense. The last letter of the verb is dropped in present tense [DropLL] (example: DtoOo) and the last addition of the verb is dropped in the past tense wessa wahina(wa) nisa moter ratayen yanawa.
The "wa " is the last letter that is dropped from the verb in the present.
Subordinate Sentence+conjunction+ Main Sentence
This type is for conjunctions such as ga (though), nara (if), to (and), ka (or), etc. In this case there is no change in the verb of the subordinate sentence and it is simply connected to the conjunction.
Example:
kono hon wa nando mo yonda ga, yoku wakarimasen. {Though I read this book several times, (I) cannot understand it.} me pota keepavitak ma kiyawuwath terum ganna apahasui.
@& ®OOTS> 2 §e3e3d25$® 2&cag£)g! @2ste5j©CD25teD ^oeogS.
Subordinate Sentence (with inflected verb) + conjunction + Main Sentence
Both the inflected verb and the conjunction are employed for this type. Toshite (and next), made (till), kara (after), etc. are included in this type. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MT system from Japanese to Sinhalese, Jaw/ Sinhalese, is proposed, including a clear definition of the Sinhalese bunsetsu structure and solutions for Japanese function words that follow a noun and a predicate. Although the usage of Japanese function words in translation is difficult to master, it is an important part of translations from Japanese into Sinhalese. In many cases, there are one-to-one correspondences between Japanese bunsetsu and Sinhalese bunsetsu. But these correspondences are far from perfect: for example, a single Japanese case marker often corresponds to several Sinhalese case markers." The translation of a Japanese function word after a predicate affects more than one expression element in a Sinhalese sentence. This paper has proposed a solution to these problems, culminating in the Jaw/Sinhalese Machine Translation System. Two hundred example sentences, which cover most Japanese grammatical characteristics, were chosen manually from 1000 sentences that were taken from a Japanese-English dictionary. The translation rules for function words after a predicate and after a noun were examined. Atranslation result of 72% success was achieved. Table 17 shows examples for correctly translated sentences. The underlined parts are the function words (single underlines show function words after a predicate and double underlines show function words after a noun. Japanese function words with dot underlines have no translation for Sinhalese and dark underlines show conjunctions). Table  18 shows some examples for incorrectly translated sentences.
Function words after a predicate, "-teiru", u -te shimatta" in Table 18 (a, b), have several Sinhalese correspondences and they are not yet disambiguated through the present rules. The error of (c) in Table 18 shows that some of case markers of Sinhalese that correspond to Japanese "wo" are not completely disambiguated. They varied depending on the attributes of "N" (i.e., definite/ indefinite, singular/plural, and animate/inanimate). For a complete disambiguation, the related attribute of a Japanese noun should be identified. The problem recognized here is that the Japanese noun has no such attributes, therefore the verb of the translated Sinhalese sentences is in dictionary form (yanawa, giya, etc.). If the above-mentioned attributes of a Japanese noun, especially for the subject, can be identified, the Sinhalese conjugated verbs (as in Table 6 ) can also be formed for the translations.
In a Japanese sentence the subject is often omitted, and it is common in Sinhalese too. For the translations of this type of sentence, the Jaw/Sinhalese system produces a special object for the subject called "ellipsis" (Figure 3 and 4). When there is no subject, the verb is kept in dictionary form according to Sinhalese grammar.
CONCLUSION
The Jaw/Sinhalese system is described in this paper, including a definition of the Sinhalese bunsetsu structure and solutions for Japanese function words. This study on Japanese function words in a Japanese-Sinhalese machine translation system is the first attempt at constructing syntactical noun and verb formats for Sinhalese. The formation of nouns and verbs in this language pair is virtually unexplored from the machine translation perspective. This work provides the first test data on the evaluation of a practical pattern-based transfer approach. A test was conducted for 200 sample sentences using the Jaw/Sinhalese system, and it achieved a good translation result. The sample is small as it is the first trial of MT for this language pair. The sample size is to be increased in the next development stage, and then the forthcoming problems have to be solved.
For the growth and improvement of the system, a thorough contrast of this language pair is required. To improve the system and its accuracy, the size of the dictionary and translation rules have to be increased.
Compared to Sinhalese, the Japanese language has a rich set of function words after the predicate and noun. The translations in this study so far have been limited to a sample, which needs to be expanded with more investigations. Furthermore, the grammatical aspects such as definite/indefinite, singular/plural and animate/ inanimate in Japanese nouns have to be solved with a meaning (semantic) analysis to determine the correct formation of Sinhalese verbs and case markers.
